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Threading tough materials?
Solid carbide thread mills are the ideal alternative to broken taps!

Problem with Taps
Taps often break, especially in difficult-tomachine-materials  such as titanium alloys,
high temperature alloys and extra hard steels.
High load causes tap to twist and break in
workpiece
Extraction of broken tap is time consuming
and can damage workpiece
Large taps demand expensive, strong machines that
have the power to drive the tap into the material
In some cases, when high-powered machines are not
available, manual finishing is required

Solution: Use a thread mill
Unlike taps, the thread mill enters the workpiece
gradually, and progressively removes material as it
goes along.
Cutting load is minimized, thus tool rarely breaks
Thread mill is usually much smaller in diameter than
the hole, so it cannot get stuck in workpiece
Thread milling needs nowhere near the horsepower
tapping does, even when machining hardened
materials or big holes
Helical fluted thread mills further reduce the load per
tooth and the force needed to cut the thread, because
the cutting teeth enter the material very gradually
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Having chip flow problems in internal threading?
Use a thread milling tool!

Problem: Poor chip flow in thread turning operations
Long, curled chips wrap around the tool and interfere
with machining
Chips pack the hole, causing the threading tool to
break
Must stop the machine to remove chips each time
they accumulate
High quality, expensive parts need additional finishing
to remove scratches caused by chips

Solution: Use a thread milling insert
Short, manageable chips are easily flushed out of
the hole with coolant
Small chips and excellent chip evacuation results in
better machined finish and longer tool life
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Threading a slotted workpiece?
Use a thread milling insert instead!

The problem with a thread turning insert
The shock created by impact causes the insert's cutting
edge to crack

Solution: Use a thread milling insert instead
Tool rotates around itself faster than its feed
Thread mill moves into the interruption gradually,
avoiding sudden impact, and maximizing tool life

For the best Thread Milling CNC Programming,
use VARDEX TM Gen software utilities.
Ask for your free CD today.
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